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The panel on the L-39 is a conglomeration of normal

gauges, except some are labeled in English, others
still in Cyrillic.
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birds, based at Aurora Municipal Airport west of Chicago. In
a nice-job-if-you-can-get-it situation, Greg Morris serves as
Gauntlet's owner and chief pilot (see "Pilots: Greg Morris,"
December 201 I AOPA Pilot).

My goal in these Gauntlet jet-training sessions? Cram
enough L-39 knowledge and skill into my brain to pass
a type-rating checkride. With very little on-board deice
equipment, the L-39 is, however, a VFR-only bird. In a non
U.S.-certified Experimental aircraft like the L-39, the end
result is called an Experimental Aircraft Authorization. Mor
ris explained that the Experimental moniker also prevents
Gauntlet from charging for rides. A pilot with any kind of
certificate can begin training right away in the familiariza
tion course where dual instruction is $2,200 per hour. Only
if a pilot chooses the complete course with a checkride is an
instrument rating required. The total cost will vary accord
ing to the student's experience level, and can run from six to
20 hours. And almost before I could ask, Morris said, "The
FAAallows P-51 rides, though, under a special exemption.
If they'd grant us an exception, I'd need another L-39 imme
diately to handle the business."

Morris and I began with a walk around N992RT, a 1974
C-model Albatros. Other versions ready the L-39 for light
attack missions. On first glance at its near-stiletto nose,
it's clear the 10,300-pound
Albatros is fast. Down low,

maximum speeds can easily ~

exceed 425 knots. However, '. '1'

this airplane is also designed \ I .
with systems simple enough-
and handling qualities docile ,
enough-to allow no-jet -time avia- ",.
tors to confidently solo in as little as

IS hours. But good jet flying is still demanding. Morris says
that his no-previous-jet-time customers usually need between
IS and 20 hours to complete the training. "You'd think pilot.
problems would be all about stick-and-rudder skills here," he '
said. "But most ofthe time, problems pop up because students
simply haven't spent enough time with the books. They need
to know the L-39's systems and our profiles cold when they
walk in the door." Not much different than corporate flying.



The author and Greg Morris review the aircraft flight envelope during ground school (left). The L-39's Fowler flaps are
clearly visible during the preflight inside Gauntlet Warbird's hangar at Aurora Municipal Airport (right).

Preflight means ensuring the con
trols move properly, the pitot probes are
undamaged, oil level is sufficient, and
both engine intakes-so dark you always
need a flashlight-are clear of debris.
You scramble up the side of the Albatros
before you climb in, where the L-39 seat
is not comfortable, not even a little bit.
But then, you're sitting on a parachute
and a disarmed ejection seat. 1eventu
ally did find some degree of comfort,

even with that big, fat, five-point har
ness; a helmet; visor; and oxygen mask.

Except that many of the panel gauges
are in Cyrillic, with metric scales, the
panel looks much like that of a D.S.
built fighter jet-including the narrow
and mildly pressurized (4 psi) cockpit.
The big throttle on the left side includes
a thumb-operated speed-brake switch
to make extension and retraction of

the boards beneath the belly easy. The
checkout includes a brief on the L-39's
castering nose gear. Steering happens

through coordinated use of brakeless
rudder pedals augmented by a hand
brake, which looks like it was swiped
from a IO-speed bike, attached to the
control stick. Need a right turn? Hold full
right rudder and gently grab the hand
brake. "That braking system is the single
thing that gets everyone," Morris told
me. "I constantly get thrown around in
the backseat while we're on the ground
as folks get used to it." He joked, "That's
one reason 1wear the helmet."

The 3,800-pound-thrust Ukrai
nian-built AI25-TL engine needs an
air-assisted start provided by the
onboard Sapphire APU. Once it spins
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up the engine we begin taxi practice
to the runway, something a bit akin to
learning to steer myoid tail dragger.
Like most jets, before-takeoff items are
few, except for the slam check, where I
shove the throttle from idle to full power
to time how long it takes to reach full
power, normally about 12 to 14seconds,
which is why you almost never, ever pull
the throttle back to idle if you're high or
fast on final, for example, where speed
brakes would be adding drag as well.

I still zig and zag a bit with those
brakes for lineup and hold them while
I run the engine to full power-106 per
cent-before releasing the brake handle.
Steering is quite easy as we shoot down
the runway. At 90 knots I ease the stick
back and we're through 140 knots with
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gear and flaps coming up before I know
it. In a 200-knot climb we're rocketing at
3,000 [pm toward the VFRGauntlet prac
tice area west of Aurora Airport.

Morris was right. The L-39 is a breeze
to fly-light and responsive on the con
trols. My 200-knot steep turns begin at
14,500 feet with gentle banks. Morris
asks to show me a few. He effortlessly
cranks that puppy into 45- to 50-degree
banks. I try and now it's really fun, even
though the L-39 is clearly sensitive in
pitch. "You really need to include the
attitude indicator into your scan," he
tells me. "Even a small angular change
from the horizon quickly translates into
a huge velocity change." I'll need to work
on these.

Next comes a roll looking out the
huge glass canopy. Now I'm really loving
this airplane. The stalls are very simple
wait for the buffet and recover. But a

secondary stall awaits any pilot who
recovers with too much back-pressure,
too quickly.

The traffic pattern is where the fun
really begins as we try out the Albatros
as a touch-and-go bird. I was almost
exhausted after the first hour-long pat
tern session before I realized that bizjet
pilots don't normally fly VFR touch and
goes; approaches and go-arounds,
yes, but not touch and goes. Because
the Albatros can accelerate so quickly,
Morris tells me to fly the upwind and
prepare for a quick lBO-degree turn

Preflight demands a
check of the ram air

turbine (left), pneumatic
pressure (far left), and a
look inside the variety of
other access panels.

back to downwind all at once, pulling
the power back just before we reach pat
tern altitude.

In the pattern you can't let the speed
get away from you or the patterns
become ugly, as Morris mentioned in the
briefing. It sounded easy, but on the first
few, I found myself with the power back,
nose up high, and in a turn wondering
what might be coming next. "Don't try
to hold everything up," Morris instructs.
"Just let the nose fall as you turn. If you
don't reduce the power quickly as you
unload the nose, you'll easily gain 70
knots turning downwind." After a few
tries, my turns plunk me right on down
wind at just under 200 knots. "That's
perfect," Morris announces. I began to
breathe a bit as each landing started to
improve on the last.

Reminding me of that slow engine
spool-up time, Morris said we'd fly
base at 140 knots with the speed brakes
extended, demanding high power set
tings that prepare the engine for instant
response in the event of a go-around. On
short final I slow to 120 knots and hold it
off like a Cirrus. Some were even more fun

as I held the nose up high for a little aero
dynamic braking, just like those F-16s I
always watch at AirVenture. On a touch.
and go, as soon as the nosewheel was'
down, I slammed the throttle in because
of that spool-up time again. Bythe time I
return the flaps to takeoff, we've reached
90 and the power's back at max.



Aero Vodochody L-39 Albatros C
Current market value: $175,000

Specifications
Powerplant Ivchenko AI-25TL turbofan

Thrust rating: 3.800 Ibs

Recommended TBO 1,000 hr

Length 39 ft, 9 1/2 in

Height 15 ft. 7 3/4 in

Wingspan : 31 ft. 1/2 in

Wing area 202 sq ft

Wing loading 51.3 Ib/sq ft

Seats 2

Basic operating weight 7,450 Ib

Max ramp weight 10,406Ib

Max takeoff weight.. l0.140 Ib

Max landing weight.. l0.140 Ib

Fuel capacity. internal 341 ga1j2.290 Ib

Performance

Balanced field length. SL @ 15 deg C/59 deg F

............................................................. 4,290 ft

Balanced field length. 5,000 ft @ 25 deg C /

77 deg F 5.610 ft

Max demonstrated crosswind component.. .....

....................................................................20 kt

Rate of climb. sea ievel 4.000 fpm

In L-39s, the last maneuver to learn is

.a Simulated Flame Out (SFO) approach,
essentially like the instructor pulling
back the throttle of a 172 to watch the

pilot's reaction. Since engine failures in
fighters are likely to happen up high,
simply looking out the window for a
great field seldom works. A successful
maneuver becomes all about energy
management, so pilots don't end up
too high or too fast at the wrong time.

Cruise speed (fuel consumption)

@ Max power setting. 18.000 ft...340 TAS at

130 gph (1.100 pph/170 gph)

Max range w/ drop tanks 730 nm

Service ceiling 36,100 ft

Limiting and Recommended
Airspeeds
VR (rotation) 90 KIAS

VA (design maneuvering) 290 KIAS

V" (max fiap extended) 160 KIAS

VLE (max gear extended) 180 KIAS

VlO (max gear operating)

Extend 180 KIAS

Retract.. 180 KIAS

VR" (reference speed. final approach). 120 KIAS

VMO(max operating speed) 490 KIAS

MMO(max Mach number) 0.8 M

VS1 (stail, clean) 103 KIAS

Vso (stail, in landing configuration) 89 KIAS

All specifications are based on manufacturer's

calculations. All performance figures are based

on standard day. standard atmosphere. sea level.
gross weight conditions unless otherwise noted.

Now the blackboard drawings Morris
made illustrating Gauntlet's SFO proce
dures made more sense. "Some people
try to make up their own procedures
when they're nervous," Morris told me.
"When they eventually start flying the
way we teach them, it usually all falls
into place."

The SFO practice actually begins
near the airport at roughly 3,000 feet
agl. Turn final two miles out at 200 knots

and cross the numbers headed upwind,
a point called High Key. Students set
the throttle at 70 percent N I and try
to not touch it again until just before
touchdown. The pilot now blends only
the use of flaps, gear, and speed brakes
together with pitch to make the runway.
At the numbers, the pilot begins a single
lBO-degree turn back to downwind. At
the Low Key point, opposite the num
bers, it becomes easier to figure out
whether the plan will work. Morris says
a good instructor can see a successful
SFO coming a half-mile away. I'm still
working on mine.

And so the training hours passed
and I eventually began to feel more
comfortable in this tiny fighter-plane
cockpit-now that I was accustomed to
the myriad foreign-language dials and
gauges, that is. In the end, the L-39
as slick as I thought it was during that
first round of touch and goes-flies
just like an airplane, a quite good one,
of course, thinking back to a roll rate
that could easily knock my eyeballs
from side to side if I wasn't careful.

When I look back at checking out in a
Cirrus SR22, I thought that, too, was
quite the eye-opening experience at the
time. Now that I was preparing for the
checkride, I realized the L-39 too would

someday become just another airplan,e
in the list of those I've flown. Yeah, right,
Maverick! lOA

Robert Mark is the editor of ]etwhine.
com, an award-winning aviation bLog.
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